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Highlights
Substituting clinical features using synthetic medical phrases: Medical text data augmentation
techniques
Mahdi Abdollahi,Xiaoying Gao,Yi Mei,Shameek Ghosh,Jinyan Li,Michael Narag

• This study presents two new approaches to fully automatic augmentation of medical discharge notes from original
clinical notes based on an ontology and a dictionary.

• The first approach named SciName is using Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) for data augmentation by
replacing expression in the documents with their scientific names. (This method doubles the train set size.)

• The second combined approach named SynName + SciName produces documents by using SciName method plus
using WordNet dictionary to replace phrases in the discharge notes with their synonyms. (This method triples the train
set size.)

• The proposed augmentation approaches improved the performance of the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN),
Recurrent neural networks (RNN) and Hierarchical Attention Network (HAN) models by providing more instances in
the training stage.
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ABSTRACT
Biomedical natural language processing (NLP) has an important role in extracting consequential infor-
mation in medical discharge notes. Detecting meaningful features from unstructured notes is a chal-
lenging task in medical document classification. The domain specific phrases and different synonyms
within the medical documents make it hard to analyse them. Analyzing clinical notes becomes more
challenging for short documents like abstract texts. All of these can result in poor classification per-
formance, especially when there is a shortage of the clinical data in real life. Two new approaches (an
ontology-guided approach and a combined ontology-based with dictionary-based approach) are sug-
gested for augmenting medical data to enrich training data. Three different deep learning approaches
are used to evaluate the classification performance of the proposed methods. The obtained results
show that the proposed methods improved the classification accuracy in clinical notes classification.

1. Introduction
Clinical text classification is different from general text

classification regarding the text vocabulary. In our clinical
text classification task, each discharge note contains a set
of clinical events for providing an accurate and comprehen-
sive description about the patient’s health history. Generally,
this kind of text has domain-specific terminologies and syn-
onyms which makes analyzing clinical notes remarkably dif-
ferent from general purpose text classification. Additionally,
various orders of domain-specific medical events in clinical
documents can illustrate a person’s health condition abso-
lutely in a different way. Deriving meaningful information
to check medical notes is extremely essential.

The size of data set with training documents to feed to
a learning model is one of the prominent points which has
an effect on classification performance. Commonly, there is
lack of sufficient data in the clinical area [23]. When the size
of the training data set is not large enough, the trained clas-
sifier will not have enough samples to learn. Consequently,
the classifier performance will not be convincing. This prob-
lem is often worse when the training set has notes with short
content, like abstract texts. Data augmentation is one of the
options to deal with this issue in training the classifier.

Data augmentation is a technique that enables researchers
to make numerous kinds of data to use in training their mod-
els, without spending time to collect new data. Data aug-
mentation is used in plenty of areas such as sound, speech
and image classification [21]. However, to the best of our
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knowledge, there is not much research in the text area. It is
not suitable to make new samples by employing signal trans-
formation methods as generally utilized in speech and image
classification, because these methods have not kept the word
orders in text. The new notes produced by these methods
may change the semantic meaning of the original text. Thus,
paraphrasing all of the existing sentences within the docu-
ments by an individual can be the best way for augmenting
new documents. However, paraphrasing can be very expen-
sive due to being time consuming. Substituting words and
phrases with their synonyms is an acceptable approach for
augmenting new notes [34]. If we employ general dictionar-
ies to build new documents and it is possible some domain-
specific vocabulary do not have any synonyms in general dic-
tionaries.

Since clinical documents contain domain-specific acronyms
and terminologies, replacingwords and expressionswith their
synonyms is insignificant and needs to consider domain re-
lated knowledge. General dictionaries such as WordNet do
not contain all of domain-specific vocabulary and acronyms.
They provide a set of synonyms for the detected words and
expressions in documents which can not be enough knowl-
edge to use for data augmentation. It can be more promising
if we use a domain-specific dictionary which can provide
more information regarding the detected medical phrases in
documents. In this work, an ontology-based approach is
proposed for augmenting medical documents by considering
concepts of terms and phrases in the discharge notes. This
approach will substitute the vocabulary and expressions with
their scientific names if they relate to a concept in the clini-
cal area. Furthermore, an incremental approach is proposed
which considers ontology-based and dictionary-based meth-
ods at the same time to augment new medical documents.

By considering the domain of the targeted classification
tasks, two data augmentation methods (a domain-specific
approach and a hybrid approach) are introduced in this pa-
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per for medical document classification problems. Differ-
ent from most suggested approaches, the proposed methods
aim at generating new documents using a domain specific
ontology (Unified Medical Language System) and a general
dictionary (WordNet) to construct discriminative and more
informative new documents. In this paper the following re-
search objectives are addressed:

• Design a new ontology-based data augmentation ap-
proach (SciName) for constructing new documents
by considering the concept of words and expressions.

• Compare the SciName method with SynName (an
existed synonym-based) method by analyzing their ef-
fectiveness for medical document augmentation.

• Combine the two approaches (SynName+SciName)
to enhance the classification performance by increas-
ing the size of training data sets.

• Compare the classification performance of proposed
data augmentation approacheswith other non-data aug-
mentation approach

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents the related work. Section 3 describes the pro-
posed ontology-guided data augmentation approach to con-
struct new documents from the original documents. Sec-
tion 4 presents the proposed combined ontology and dictio-
nary based approach. Section 5 describes the experiment
design, classification methods, data sets and parameter set-
tings for comparison. Section 6 presents the results and dis-
cussion. Section 7 provides further analysis and clinical as-
sessment on the obtained best cases compared with some ex-
isting works. The achievements of the two approaches, and
their limitations are summarised in section 8.

2. Related Work
2.1. Document classification in medical domain

Many machine leaning algorithms are used in medical
domain including K-nearest neighbor, decision trees, deci-
sion rule, logistic regression, naive Bayes, support vector
machine Bayesian network and neural network. In [6], au-
thors used classifier models for clinical research prediction.
Yoo et al. studied the advantages and disadvantages of uti-
lizing data mining approaches in the biomedical area [33].
Their suggested medical features involve prognosis and di-
agnosis, hidden information, and prediction health costs from
biomedical data sets. They derive relation between drugs
and between diseases, and then the extracted information is
employed for prediction. Furthermore in this work, three
different issues related to data mining methods in clinical
areas are considered such as how to determine and tune pa-
rameters of algorithms, precision of data mining and data
mining package shortage for the medical domain. In [28],
researchers have utilized more than ten approaches to ana-
lyze more than ten diseases. In this investigation, these ap-
proaches show better efficiency for some diseases such as

cardiovascular, oncology and gastroenterology. Authors in
[1] suggested an ontology-guided approach by employing
the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) to extract
the concepts of available meaningful phrases inside docu-
ments. They considered diseases or symptoms as features
to classify coronary artery disease notes. Furthermore, they
applied particle swarm optimisation (PSO) on the extracted
concepts as features to find the best feature subset to increase
the accuracy of the classification [2]. Additionally, they con-
structed different pairs of the derived concepts to use as new
features to enrich the feature set to improve the medical clas-
sification accuracy [3].
2.2. Data augmentation in classification

Data augmentation is an approach to solve data short-
age issues for training different models for various tasks like
classification. The mostly used methods to augment text are
spelling words with errors and adding to the text, using reg-
ular expressions and syntax trees to paraphrase sentences,
adding noise to the text and substituting with synonyms.In
text data augmentation, synonym substituting is a common
methods among the above approaches.

In the rest of this subsection, some of the approaches in-
troduced for image, speech, time series and text classifica-
tion are discussed. Data augmentation approaches [31, 18]
have been suggested to deal with data shortage for training
deep learning methods for time series or sequences. Ya-
dav et al. used ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for
generating time series to improve performance of recurrent
neural networks (RNNs) for anomaly detection [31]. Guen-
nec et al. have recently suggested data augmentation by ap-
plying warping and window slicing in Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) for time series classification (TSC) [18].
Malhotra et al. have employed a pre-trained encoder net-
work on different series of time with various lengths in deep
recurrent neural network for classifying series of time [19].
Wong et al. have investigated the benefit of data augmen-
tation with artificially produced instances during training a
classifier. They introduced data warping and synthetic over-
sampling methods for making new samples by applying on
handwritten digit data set [29]. Salamon et al. have stud-
ied the effect of different data augmentation approaches on
the performance of deep convolutional neural networks for
environmental audio classification [22].

Zhang et al. [34] employed augmenting data in Convo-
lutional Neural Network (CNN) for classifying text by using
English thesaurus extracted fromWordNet dictionary. They
substituted the terms and phrases with their corresponding
synonyms in the notes to build new notes by considering
the original data set. Rosario [21] presented an approach
for augmenting data for classifying short notes by making
similar terms for each short note to build a note with a long
length based on the main note’s semantic space. Quijas has
researched the result of augmenting data for training CNNs
and RNNs models for classifying text [20]. Kobayashi has
proposed “contextual augmentation” techniquewhichmakes
correspondents of terms by employing a bidirectional lan-
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guage model and substitutes terms with their correspondents
in sentences. They tested their approach on various data sets
and presented increasments in the results [17]. Coulombe
in [9] has presented another text-based augmenting data by
employing various approaches containing paraphrasing, spelling
errors, making text noise, back-translation technique and syn-
onyms substitution. The suggested approaches were exam-
ined on various neural network structures. Jungiewicz [16]
has introduced amethod for augmenting text data for training
CNN models by classifying sentences. The author changed
sentences by preserving their lengths the same as their main
lengths. The researcher has used a thesaurus which was ex-
tracted fromPrincetonUniversity’sWordNet dictionary. Nonethe-
less, these approaches are employing general dictionaries
for augmenting new notes and one limitation is that some
domain-specific acronyms or words do not have any syn-
onyms in general dictionaries.
2.3. Feature extraction in medical document

classification
Shah and Patel [24] have utilized statistical methods by

considering distribution of features in text classification for
ranking features. The proposed approaches applied infor-
mation gain (IG), mutual information, word frequency and
term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) metrics
for extracting text features. However, these approaches con-
sider all of the features independently without taking into ac-
count the existing relationship between features. Ontology-
based classification approach is proposed in [10]. Dollah and
Aono have presented ontology-based approaches for classi-
fying biomedical short documents [10]. Researchers in [8, 1,
2, 3] use various ontologies like Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS), Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine
(SNOMED) and Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) to im-
prove document classification performance.

Clinical notes have been used in various tasks like inves-
tigating Framingham risk score (FRF), evaluating factors of
risk for those patients suffering from diabetic, diagnosing
factors of heart disease risk, and discovering factors of risk
for patients with heart disease [25]. In this work, we use on-
tology and a dictionary for extracting important features to
detect meaningful terms and phrases for building new docu-
ments.
2.4. Feature selection in medical document

classification
In medical text classification, choosing an appropriate

feature selection method which can discover the best exist-
ing features from features set with a high dimension is im-
portant. Information gain (IG) is a commonly utilized tra-
ditional method for selecting features [13]. Machine learn-
ing (ML) methods like Support Vector Machine (SVM) em-
ployed the selected features by information gain to feed to
the classifier to learn. Particle swarm optimisation (PSO) is
another feature selection approach which has impressive ca-
pacity in discovering the best feature subset from the feature
set.

PSO has been used for analyzing and diagnosing differ-
ent types of diseases in the biomedical area. For instance, [11]
utilized PSO for analyzing tremors in individuals. They checked
two various types of tremors: Parkinson’s disease and im-
portant tremor. PSO is applied for evolving with neural net-
work weights to enhance the neural network performance in
diagnosing individuals infected with tumors from individu-
als without tumors. In another work, a PSO-based method
which uses a Radial Basis FunctionNeural Network (RBFNN)
employed to find Parkinsonian tremors [30]. [12] utilized
PSO to discover best subsets of features. They applied PSO
with three various classifiers: decision tree, pattern network,
and navies bayes. This work showed a high performance of
classification in two various experimental medical data sets:
the Arrhythmia and the Micro Mass data sets.

3. The proposed Ontology-guided data
augmentation approach
This section introduces the suggested novel data aug-

mentation approach and the employed tools for finding con-
cepts of terms and phrases for building new notes. The pro-
posed method detects terms and phrases which belong to a
concept to substitute them with their scientific names. Fig. 1
presents the flowchart of the suggested ontology-basedmethod
for augmenting documents.

Training
Documents MetaMap

^
^^

Vectorizing

UMLS

New
Documents

Joined
Documents

Training
Documents

Test
Documents

ClassificationEvaluation

New Part

Figure 1: The proposed data augmentation for medical docu-
ment classification

The input of the suggested method is a number of medi-
cal discharge notes. First of all, the approach analyzes each
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note and tokenizes the note’s content according to sentences.
Next, the MetaMap tool [5] is utilized to find the important
expressions and their related concepts in any sentence from
the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [7]. After
detecting the expressions with a concept, the scientific name
of the found terms or phrases are utilized to substitute their
corresponding expressions in the sentence. Whole of the
new notes are made by using the approach. Then, all of the
features are extracted from the original set of documents and
the newly generated documents. Next, a classification ap-
proach such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Re-
current Neural Network (RNN) and Hierarchical Attention
Network (HAN) is employed to predict the labels of test doc-
uments.

It is anticipated that the proposed method which builds
meaningful new notes and preserves their class label accord-
ing to the main notes, can improve the performance of clas-
sification.
3.1. Data augmentation method

There are plenty of domain-specific terms and phrases in
clinical discharge notes and augmenting new notes needs do-
main knowledge. In this section, an ontology-guidedmethod
is proposed for augmenting short documents as a preprocess-
ing step.

The newly developed data augmentationmethod is based
on UMLS. UMLS is a set of files and applications which
group a wide range of terms and expressions as a domain-
specific dictionary in the biomedical area. It presents an
ontology-based structure of clinical vocabulary concepts. In
the proposed method ("SciName"), all of the documents
in the training set (D) are analyzed separately. First of all,
the xth document (Dx) is tokenized to sentences (S). Next,
the ith sentence (Si) is transferred to UMLS by utilizing the
MetaMap application. MetaMap finds the concepts of all of
the found meaningful phrases inSi fromUMLS. Then, all of
the found expressions are substituted with their found scien-
tific names from the UMLS. At the end, Si is renewed in the
xth document (Dx). These steps are applied to the sentencesof all of the documents to construct new documents. Algo-
rithm 1 presents the pseudo code of the suggested ontology-
guided data augmentation approach.

A piece of a document is provided to demonstrate what
is MetaMap’s output for the input clinical discharge notes
and what is the content of the returned output in the data
augmentation process. The sample of a medical discharge
note is presented below.

"Early resistance to pathogens requires a swift
response from nk cells. In largeint giorgio trinchieri
identified an nk growth factor and activator later
called interleukin 12 il 12. This discovery helped
reveal the regulatory link between innate and
adaptive immunity."

Figure 2 presents the MetaMap’s output for the provided
piece of the document. Table 1 shows the found phrases with
their corresponding concepts and scientific names for each

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of ontology-guided data
augmentation approach
Input : Set of clinical notes (D)
Output: Set of new clinical notes

1: x← 0
2: while x < |D| do
3: Tokenization: Tokenize Dx to sentences (S);
4: for i = 1 to |S| do
5: Detect all of the meaningful expressions by

using MetaMap tool for Si
6: Substitute the detected expressions with their

extracted scientific names from the UMLS
7: end
8: x← x + 1
9: end
10: return set of the new made clinical notes;

expression of the example note. The concepts and scientific
names of each found expression in the table is extracted by
parsing the lines seven, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen displayed
in Figure 2 for the first sentence, lines twenty five, thirty
three, thirty four for the second sentence and lines forty two,
fifty and fifty one for the third sentence. First of all, the ex-
pression between square brackets is detected as a concept of
the found phrase in the sentence. Next, the appeared expres-
sion in the round parentheses at the same line is detected as
a scientific name of the found phrase. At the end, the found
scientific name is utilized to substitute the main phrase in
the sentence. This process is used on all of the three sen-
tences of the example text. The final output of the suggested
data augmentation approach for the sample medical note is
provided below.

"Early resistance to pathogenic organisms re-
quires a family apodidae response process from
natural killer cells. In largeint giorgio trinchieri
identified an natural killer cells growth factor
and activator later decisioned interleukin 12 illi-
nois (geographic location) 12. This discovery
assisted (qualifier value) reveal the regulator links
list between innate and adaptive immunity."

The proposed data augmentation approach is able to pro-
vide more particular knowledge from UMLS. Hence, the
length of the output is longer in comparison with the length
of the original input. For instance, the acronym "nk" is ex-
changed to "natural killer" and the acronym "il" is trans-
formed to "illinois (geographic location)". The suggested
approach is able to provide more meaningful information
by utilizing UMLS. At the end, the newly constructed notes
are utilized to feed to the candidate classifier in the training
step together with the original discharge notes to increase the
clinical document classification performance.
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Figure 2: A piece of the returned output of the extracted concepts utilizing MetaMap tool

4. The proposed combined ontology and
dictionary-based approach
In this section, we combine the suggested ontology-guided

approach with the synonym-based method to provide more
data for the training model. Figure 3 demonstrates the intro-
ducedmethod overall. In the synonym-basedmethod (SynName),
WordNet dictionary is used to find the synonyms of words
and then a 100-dimensional pretrained GloVe model which

is trained on Wikipedia data is employed to find the highest
similarity synonym of each word to replace it in the docu-
ment. The produced documents from the SynNamemethod
and the constructed documents from the SciName method
are added to the target set. The output of the combined ap-
proach increases the size of the training data three times.
Then, the tripled data feeds to the model for training. Fig-
ure 4 describes the oversampling on the classes in detail. It
is expected that the new produced discharge notes with new
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Table 1
The detected phrases of the example notes using MetaMap.

Sentences Detected Phrases Extracted Concepts Replaced Phrases

First Sentence

pathogens [Organism] Pathogenic organism
swift [Bird] Family Apodidae
response [Organism Attribute] Response process
nk cells [Cell] Natural Killer Cells

Second Sentence
nk [Cell] Natural Killer Cells
call [Mental Process] Decision
il [Geographic Area] Illinois (geographic location)

Third Sentence
help [Qualitative Concept] Assisted (qualifier value)
regulatory [Regulation or Law] regulatory
link [Intellectual Product] Links List
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Figure 3: The combination of SynName and SciName oversampling methods for medical
document classification

features in them will improve the classification performance
on the applied medical tasks.

5. Experiment design
5.1. Classification approaches

In the proposed ontology-based and combined data aug-
mentation approaches, the new medical discharge notes are
constructed and mixed with the original discharge notes uti-
lized for classification. Three various deep learning (DL)
models, including a convolutional neural network (CNN), a
recurrent neural network (RNN), and a hierarchical attention
network (HAN) [14] are used as a classifier separately. The
performance of the classifiers are computed by considering
macro F1-measure metric for whole of the utilized machine
learning approaches (see formula 1):

F1 measure = 1
N

N
∑

i=1
2 ∗

(precision ∗ recall)
(precision + recall)

(1)

In Eg.(1), N is the size of classes. Word2Vec word em-
bedding is utilized to present term tokens within numeral

vectors. The semantic meaning of all of the words are repre-
sented byword embedding in a numeral vector format. Word
embedding made byWord2Vec via using a feedforward neu-
ral network to predict the appeared words in the context for
an input term. The used word embedding is trained based
on the whole of the notes locally within the training and test
documents and converted each term to its matching embed-
ding. Next, the trained word embedding is utilized to make
the input for the employed deep learning networks (CNN,
RNN and HAN). The word embedding size is 350.
5.2. Data set and preprocessing

The performance of the proposed ontology-guided and
combined data augmentation approaches are evaluated on
the PubMed data set, the data set of 2008 Informatics for In-
tegrating Biology and the Bedside (i2b2 2008) and the 2010
Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (i2b2
2010). CAD and non-CAD are i2b2(2010) data set labels
which make an imbalanced binary classification task. The
size of CAD documents for i2b2 (2010) training and testing
documents are 25 and 48 abstract documents, respectively.
The i2b2(2010) data set includes 7481 various words. It has
overall 426 documents which the distribution is 170 for train-
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Figure 4: The oversampling on the classes by using SynName and SciName methods for
medical document classification in detail

Table 2
Distribution of Intuitive Judgments into Training and Test Sets [27]

Classes
Diseass

Present Absent Questionable Total
Training Test Training Test Training Test Training Test

Asthma 93 68 596 403 0 0 682 471
CAD 391 272 265 185 5 1 661 458
CHF 308 205 318 229 1 4 627 438
Depression 142 105 555 372 0 0 697 477
Diabetes 473 333 205 146 5 0 683 479
Gallstones 101 80 609 411 0 0 710 491
GERD 144 93 447 331 1 2 592 426
Gout 94 61 616 439 2 0 712 500
Hypercholesterolemia 315 242 287 189 1 0 603 431
Hypertension 511 358 127 88 0 0 638 446
Hypertriglyceridemia 37 25 665 461 0 0 702 486
Obesity 285 192 379 255 1 0 665 447
OSA 99 66 606 427 8 2 713 495
OA 117 91 554 367 1 4 672 462
PVD 110 65 556 399 1 1 667 465
Venous Insufficiency 54 29 577 398 0 0 631 427
Total 3267 2285 7362 5100 26 14 10655 7399
CAD = coronary artery disease; CHF = congestive heart failure; DM = diabetes mellitus; GERD = gastroesophageal reflux disease;
HTN = hypertension; OSA = obstructive sleep apnea; OA = osteo arthritis; PVD = peripheral vascular disease.

ing and 256 for testing.
Table 2 presents the labels of i2b2 (2008): Present, Ab-

sent and Questionable. The data set has sixteen tasks, in
which six of the tasks have no Questionable labels and the
size of instances for Questionable labels is very small for the
other tasks. Hence, we filtered and deleted all instances of

this label. Diagnosis, psychology, surgery, pathology, chem-
istry, genetics, physiology, and metabolism are the PubMed
data set labels. The PubMed data set contains 8000 abstract
(biomedical literature) documents and each class includes
1000 abstract documents with 70% of those for training and
30% for the testing phase. The data set includes 30178 differ-
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ent words. The size of the training documents of the whole
data sets will be doubled/tripled by including the newly cre-
ated notes by using the UMLS and WordNet dictionaries.
For example, the number of the train documents inSynName
and SciName is increased to (5600×2=) 11200 in PubMed
method and (426×2=) 852 in i2b2(2010) by considering the
new constructed notes inSynName andSciNamemethods.
The 852 input abstract notes include 14920 different words.
The 11200 input abstract notes contain 59151 various words.
5.3. Parameter Settings

Three machine learning approaches are employed to as-
sess the suggested method. Ten percent of the original train-
ing set in the all of the tasks are considered as the validation
set. The parameter setting in [14] are utilized for the used
neural network methods. Early stopping policy is utilized
to stop the training phase by including the validation accu-
racy (three epochs without any improvement on the valida-
tion set).

The used CNN architecture has three separate parallel
convolutional layers with 100 filters for each one. The input
documents are fed to each CNN layer at the same time. One
CNN has a kernel (window) size of 3, the other has a size
of 4 and the third one has a size of 5. The output of each
CNN layers goes through a separate max pooling operation
and the results (3 vectors) are concatenated into one vector
which is then sent to the fully connected layer. The output of
the architecture for each input note is 300 channels× number
of terms. The used dropout rate is 50% [14].

HAN [14] is a deep learning architecture proposed for
classifying documents. It includes two hierarchies. The first
hierarchy checks all of the lines by considering their words
and it’s input is a word embedding. Next, it utilizes a bidirec-
tional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) to employ an attention
approach to detect more valuable terms. The output of the
first hierarchy is a line embedding which is the input for the
second hierarchy to check all of the documents in line level.
The dropout value is set to 50% and used for all of the created
document embedding. As a last layer, a softmax function is
applied to anticipate the label of all of the documents.

The RNN model utilizes a similar attention approach to
the used one in a single hierarchy of HAN model. The em-
ployed GRUwith attention is bidirectional. The hidden cells
with size of 200 are used along dropout and softmax. The
value of the learning rate for the utilized Adam optimizer is
0.0002. The value of rate for the used dropout is 50%.

6. Results and Discussions
The performance of the approaches is assessed by accu-

racy and macro F1-measure metrics for the PubMed abstract
documents, macro F1-measuremetric for the i2b2(2010) and
the i2b2(2008) discharge notes.

Three approaches are used for all of the original notes
in the used three tasks. The first method (SynName) em-
ployed a WordNet dictionary to find the whole of the syn-
onyms of the existing terms within a document. Next, a

pretrained Glove model (from the GloVe website 1 is used
to find the most similar synonyms to substitute the original
terms to construct new notes. The employed GloVe model is
a vector with 100 dimensions. Ir is trained onWikipedia data
which has six billion tokens (phrases) and 400,000 vocabu-
lary. In SciName (the second approach), UMLS is used
to extract scientific names of all of the existing expressions
in the notes by considering their concepts to substitute with
the original expression in the note. In synName+SciName
(the third method), the made documents by the two proposed
methods are mixed with the original documents. Whole of
the augmentation approaches are used for the training doc-
uments only. Next, thirty independent runs are applied to
calculate the experimental results for the original test docu-
ments.

Tables 3 to 8 compare the statistical results for four meth-
ods for the original without augmentation,SynName,SciName
and SynName+SciNamemethods. The average, best and
accuracies’ standard deviation and F1-measure are calculated
for each machine learning model and the significance test is
done using the experiment results of the 30 runs in compar-
ison with other three methods. The Wilcoxon signed ranks
test with significance level of 0.05 is utilized to evaluate if
the proposed approaches (SciName andSynName+SciName)
have made a significant difference in classification perfor-
mance. In tables 3 to 8, "T" column indicates the signif-
icance test of each approach against the previous columns
(methods), where "+" presents the proposed approach is sig-
nificantly better, "=" no significant difference, and "-" signif-
icantly less accurate. The best obtained results are bolded in
the tables.

Tables 3, 4 and 5 present the obtained results forSciName
method in comparisonwithSynName and original approaches.
In table 3, SciName approach has improved the classifi-
cation performance in ten tasks out of the sixteen tasks by
using CNN. The method shows a big improvement in eight
tasks (Asthma, Depression, Gallstones, GERD, Gout, Hy-
percholesterolemia, Hypertension andOA). Table 4 provides
the achieved results by RNN. SciName has enhanced F1-
measure in eight tasks in which the improvement in six of
them (Asthma, CHF, Depression, Gallstones, Gout and Hy-
pertriglyceridemia) is substantial. Comparison ofHANclas-
sification performance for the SciNamemethod is shown in
table 5. The results demonstrate improvement in six tasks
which the classification performance is noteworthy in three
of them (CHF, Depression and Gallstones). Overally, the
SciName has achieved the highest F1-measure (89.66%) for
Gout task by using RNN in comparison to the original and
SynName methods.

The SciName approach is tested on two other data sets
(PubMed and i2b2(2010)) too. By analyzing tables 6, 7, and
8, it can be concluded that neural network models are en-
hanced in F1-measure and accuracy by utilizing the domain-
specific ontology to augment the training documents which
provides more information in learning process to the used
model. The SciName method presents better performance

1http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove.6B.zip
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Table 3
Comparison of CNN classification performance (F1-measure) and standard deviation av-
erages using 30 independent runs for i2b2 2008 data set. The significant test is for the
suggested approach against the original data set (Wilcoxon Test, � = 0.05)

Methods Original SynName SciName SynName+SciName
Diseases Ave±Std (Best) Ave±Std (Best) T Ave±Std (Best) T Ave±Std (Best) T
Asthma 57.16±4.091 (65.64) 63.30±5.493 (71.92) + 79.69±8.178 (87.17) ++ 85.71±3.904 (89.78) +++
CAD 90.44±1.396 (92.93) 90.53±2.790 (93.13) = 90.80±0.840 (92.19) ++ 92.09±0.690 (93.64) +++
CHF 90.63±1.551 (93.07) 90.04±2.645 (92.16) = 91.00±1.703 (92.85) =+ 90.27±2.038 (93.30) == -
Depression 45.34±1.875 (52.38) 46.51±3.683 (58.59) + 63.59±7.505 (74.17) ++ 53.96±7.321 (72.57) ++ -
Diabetes 90.01±3.329 (93.022) 90.46±3.221 (95.04) = 88.66±4.199 (93.83) - - 90.19±3.517 (94.54) ==+
Gallstones 49.63±3.173 (55.95) 68.90±11.398 (83.39) + 74.30±11.820 (85.81) ++ 84.57±1.473 (87.75) +++
GERD 53.28±4.528 (61.52) 59.50±6.493 (72.43) + 68.09±1.078 (70.29) ++ 80.26±1.501 (82.11) +++
Gout 52.06±5.049 (61.75) 67.62±9.645 (82.72) + 72.72±12.457 (89.11) ++ 86.90±4.650 (91.65) +++
Hypercholesterolemia 66.17±2.686 (69.65) 75.96±5.131 (82.45) + 76.07±4.593 (80.93) += 81.33±2.239 (84.84) +++
Hypertension 54.25±5.153 (66.68) 60.39±6.810 (72.75) + 62.01±5.498 (72.62) ++ 69.97±7.334 (81.44) +++
Hypertriglyceridemia 48.68±1.421e-14 (48.68) 48.68±1.421 (48.68) = 48.68±0.010 (48.68) == 48.67±0.016 (48.68) ===
Obesity 84.70±5.914 (91.39) 90.04±4.736 (92.56) + 89.61±4.981 (91.84) += 90.39±2.736 (92.08) +=+
OSA 92.51±3.121 (95.32) 92.41±1.568 (94.54) = 92.13±2.635 (94.89) == 92.61±2.555 (95.32) ===
OA 49.23±4.064 (59.92) 49.21±2.903 (56.43) = 67.09±4.159 (74.73) ++ 73.54±5.632 (82.38) +++
PVD 87.60±3.723 (91.56) 90.18±1.970 (92.12) + 89.54±3.139 (92.34) + - 89.16±2.241 (92.00) + - =
Venous Insufficiency 52.98±3.530 (60.18) 50.56±2.633 (57.79) - 50.20±2.433 (59.78) - = 52.43±3.862 (62.76) =++

in comparison with SynName in PubMed and i2b2(2010)
data sets. RNN shows significant improvement in both of the
data sets. It achieved 85.57% accuracy, 85.37% F1-measure
for the PubMed data set and 94.66%F1-measure for the i2b2(2010)
data set.

Tables 3, 4 and 5 present the F1-measure obtained results
for the combined method in comparison with other three
methods (Original,SynName andSciName) on i2b2(2008)
data set. The combined method with CNN model improved
in ten tasks. The improvement is remarkable in eight tasks
(Asthma, CAD,Gallstones, GERD,Gout, Hypercholesterolemia,
Hypertension and OA). The highest enhancement achieved
in CAD task with 92.09% F1-measure. Table 4 demonstrates
the performance of the proposedmethod by usingRNNmodel.
It outperformed the other methods in thirteen tasks by show-
ing a big improvement in ten of them (Asthma, Depression,
Diabetes, Gallstones, GERD, Gout, Hypercholesterolemia,
OA, PVD and Venous Insufficiency). The improvement by
the combined method and RNN model is noticeable in Hy-
percholesterolemia, OA and Venous Insufficiency tasks with
84.31%, 88.30% and 74.20%F1-measures, respectively. From
table 5, it is obvious that the combined method by using the
Han model upgraded the F1-measure values in majority of
the tasks except the CHF task. While HAN improved four-
teen tasks in comparison with the other approaches, the ob-
tained F1-measures byRNNmodel for the combinedmethod
is higher in almost all of the tasks.

By checking tables 6 and 7, it can be concluded that
neural network models are enhanced in F1-measure and ac-
curacy by utilizing mix of the original documents with the
constructed augmented documents from the two proposed
augmentation approaches for PubMed data set. The highest
accuracy and F1-measure in tables 6 and 7 are achieved by
RNN with values 90.80% and 90.91%, respectively. Table 8
presents the statistical results for i2b2(2010) data set. CNN,
RNN and HAN present the best F1-measure in the combina-

tion method (SynName+SciName). The best F1-measure
belongs to RNN with 96.43%. In tables 3 to 8, the suggested
combined approach shows better performance in compari-
son with the SciName and the SynName approach [34].

One interesting observation is that the generated docu-
ments help improve the performance of the classification al-
though some of them look non-sense to humans. Such re-
sults can be due to the fact that the proposed approach works
at word level, which benefits from meaningful words even
if they form meaningless sentences. The proposed method
shows good results on clinical notes (such as i2b2(2008) and
i2b2(2010)) and achieves promising performance on related
biomedical notes (PubMed set).

7. Further analysis
For further analyzing the introducedSciName andSynName+

SciNamemethods, we compared the obtained experimental
results by three different ML models with five different ex-
isting methods. The compared methods are divided into two
groups. Kappa [27], Solt [26] and Yao [32] used rule-based
approaches to classify i2b2 (2008) data set. Meanwhile, Am-
bert [4] and Garla [15] used automatic feature engineering
methods to solve i2b2 (2008) challenge. SciName andSynName+
SciNamemethods utilize an automatic system to enrich the
data set.

Table 9 compares the statistical results of theSynName,
SciName and SynName + SciName with the other five
methods. The best results are highlighted in bold. The clos-
est results to the best result of each task is bolded too. The
dictionary-basedmethod (SynName) improved the F1-measure
values in three tasks (CAD, GERD and PVD). Similarly,
the ontology-based method (SciName) increased the F1-
measure of three different tasks (CAD, CHF and PVD). The
combined approach (SynName+SciName) outperformed
the other methods in seven tasks out of sixteen tasks (CAD,
Diabetes, GERD,OSA,OA, PVD andVenous Insufficiency).
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Table 4
Comparison of RNN classification performance (F1-measure) and standard deviation av-
erages using 30 independent runs for i2b2 2008 data set. The significant test is for the
suggested approach against the original data set (Wilcoxon Test, � = 0.05)

Methods Original SynName SciName SynName+SciName
Diseases Ave±Std (Best) Ave±Std (Best) T Ave±Std (Best) T Ave±Std (Best) T
Asthma 79.44±15.278 (89.50) 87.21±2.260 (91.52) + 87.34±2.254 (90.05) += 88.44±1.354 (90.44) +++
CAD 95.52±1.128 (97.28) 95.27±0.64 (96.40) = 95.61±0.44 (96.62) == 95.25±0.53 (96.37) ===
CHF 90.27±1.280 (93.29) 91.57±0.833 (92.83) + 92.35±1.112 (94.92) ++ 92.07±0.832 (93.26) ++=
Depression 49.42±3.555 (56.03) 63.15±4.898 (73.59) + 73.34±2.011 (79.10) ++ 76.01±3.096 (82.00) +++
Diabetes 93.16±2.002 (94.93) 94.32±0.646 (95.35) + 93.41±0.746 (94.76) + - 95.26±0.790 (97.00) +++
Gallstones 69.99±10.597 (84.44) 84.60±1.397 (87.23) + 85.13±1.348 (87.90) ++ 86.25±0.986 (88.34) +++
GERD 69.23±7.923 (80.42) 80.4±1.827 (83.82) + 79.52±1.416 (82.49) + - 81.41±1.264 (83.67) +++
Gout 79.96±1.588 (83.78) 84.64±3.165 (91.6) + 89.66±2.552 (93.71) ++ 92.08±1.766 (95.83) +++
Hypercholesterolemia 70.63±3.489 (78.98) 81.79±1.877 (85.29) + 81.24±2.200 (85.32) += 84.31±1.240 (86.65) +++
Hypertension 77.63±3.176 (83.16) 84.0±2.181 (87.37) + 80.76±2.817 (85.26) + - 84.34±2.934 (88.47) +=+
Hypertriglyceridemia 48.68±1.421e-14 (48.68) 48.97±1.120 (52.19) = 50.17±1.949 (53.85) ++ 50.82±2.460 (56.73) ++=
Obesity 89.85±1.858 (92.09) 91.26±0.877 (92.32) + 90.92±0.850 (92.39) + - 92.02±0.818 (94.47) +++
OSA 93.98±2.788 (97.80) 97.18±1.189 (98.70) + 96.15±1.390 (98.20) + - 97.25±0.740 (98.27) +=+
OA 69.26±3.326 (74.51) 86.08±2.003 (89.48) + 84.86±1.439 (87.42) + - 88.30±1.149 (90.70) +++
PVD 88.21±1.192 (91.13) 89.02±1.012 (91.51) + 89.32±1.374 (92.23) += 90.11±1.193 (92.23) +++
Venous Insufficiency 65.58±3.803 (73.79) 71.15±3.853 (77.93) + 68.45±6.065 (76.04) + - 74.20±3.616 (81.63) +++

Table 5
Comparison of HAN classification performance (F1-measure) and standard deviation av-
erages using 30 independent runs for i2b2 2008 data set. The significant test is for the
suggested approach against the original data set (Wilcoxon Test, � = 0.05)

Methods Original SynName SciName SynName+SciName
Diseases Ave±Std (Best) Ave±Std (Best) T Ave±Std (Best) T Ave±Std (Best) T
Asthma 79.73±14.047 (90.45) 87.12±2.790 (91.53) + 86.10±2.472 (90.45) + - 88.01±1.359 (90.58) +++
CAD 95.16±1.525 (97.29) 94.16±1.74 (96.61) - 95.47±0.34 (96.14) =+ 95.60±0.51 (96.61) =+=
CHF 89.47±1.583 (91.91) 90.81±1.537 (93.52) + 92.03±0.776 (93.31) ++ 91.98±0.755 (93.54) ++=
Depression 51.69±4.984 (66.92) 57.16±6.356 (68.93) + 73.78±1.850 (76.92) ++ 81.47±5.831 (90.94) +++
Diabetes 93.36±1.405 (95.04) 94.42±0.651 (96.07) + 93.54±0.582 (95.31) = - 95.58±0.808 (97.26) +++
Gallstones 58.43±7.694 (80.18) 78.58±13.12 (87.20) + 84.31±1.547 (86.17) ++ 85.38±3.259 (88.20) +++
GERD 60.34±7.734 (75.92) 79.52±1.948 (83.50) + 78.83±1.944 (82.28) + - 80.58±1.703 (83.65) +++
Gout 62.24±13.106 (80.38) 83.33±2.323 (91.48) + 80.63±6.058 (89.11) + - 90.48±2.192 (95.27) +++
Hypercholesterolemia 67.00±3.220 (74.24) 80.18±1.576 (84.16) + 79.56±4.084 (86.15) + - 82.13±1.866 (85.11) +++
Hypertension 72.88±8.741 (81.21) 81.61±2.946 (85.99) + 78.50±3.763 (84.42) + - 82.75±2.307 (87.38) +++
Hypertriglyceridemia 48.68±1.421e-14 (48.68) 48.76±0.410 (50.96) = 49.58±1.882 (55.92) ++ 49.59±1.480 (52.38) ++=
Obesity 89.65±1.922 (91.91) 91.47±0.592 (92.59) + 91.01±1.011 (93.27) += 92.00±0.803 (93.51) +++
OSA 95.35±1.682 (97.41) 96.52±1.371 (98.68) + 95.45±1.801 (97.83) = - 97.24±1.120 (99.14) +++
OA 66.87±4.959 (74.51) 87.86±1.774 (91.01) + 83.67±3.382 (88.24) + - 88.65±1.728 (91.32) +++
PVD 88.52±1.077 (90.69) 89.30±1.577 (91.81) = 89.89±1.128 (91.92) += 89.68±1.264 (92.34) +==
Venous Insufficiency 61.57±3.179 (67.83) 57.67±4.733 (70.54) - 59.38±7.091 (71.86) - + 71.06±5.635 (78.22) +++

This performance is impressive considering that our method
is fully automatic without using rules or feature engineering.

7.1. Clinical Assessment
In this paper two methods are suggested for augmenting

clinical discharge notes. As the secondmethod (SynName+
SciName) presents better performance, we found those doc-
uments which this method predicted correctly but the other

Table 6
Comparison of classification accuracy and standard deviation averages using 30 indepen-
dent runs for PubMed data set. The significant test is for the combined approach against
others(Wilcoxon Test, � = 0.05)

Methods Original SynName SciName SynName+SciName

Classifiers Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy
Ave±Std (Best) Ave±Std (Best) T Ave±Std (Best) T Ave±Std (Best) T

CNN 71.64±0.55 (72.67) 80.64±0.63 (81.84) + 80.80±0.51 (82.08) += 84.16±0.66 (85.42) +++
RNN 71.53±1.03 (73.50) 84.42±0.90 (86.38) + 85.57±0.62 (86.75) ++ 90.80±0.45 (91.63) +++
HAN 71.29±0.69 (72.88) 84.29±0.85 (85.38) + 85.00±0.94 (86.92) ++ 90.75±0.49 (91.79) +++
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Table 7
Comparison of classification F1-measure and standard deviation averages using 30 inde-
pendent runs for PubMed data set. The significant test is for the combined approach
against others(Wilcoxon Test, � = 0.05)

Methods Original SynName SciName SynName+SciName

Classifiers F1-measure F1-measure F1-measure F1-measure
Ave±Std (Best) Ave±Std (Best) T Ave±Std (Best) T Ave±Std (Best) T

CNN 71.54±0.76 (72.64) 80.42±0.69 (81.42) + 80.48±0.71 (81.81) += 84.34±0.54 (85.36) +++
RNN 71.62±0.73 (72.97) 84.07±0.88 (85.64) + 85.37±0.90 (87.00) ++ 90.91±0.58 (91.98) +++
HAN 70.96±0.82 (72.21) 84.21±1.23 (86.16) + 84.95±0.73 (86.36) += 90.85±0.79 (91.99) +++

Table 8
Comparison of classification F1-measure and standard deviation averages using 30 inde-
pendent runs for i2b2 2010 data set. The significant test is for the combined approach
against others(Wilcoxon Test, � = 0.05)

Methods Original SynName SciName SynName+SciName

Classifiers F1-measure F1-measure F1-measure F1-measure
Ave±Std (Best) Ave±Std (Best) T Ave±Std (Best) T Ave±Std (Best) T

CNN 77.66±13.16 (90.22) 92.40±1.95 (95.62) + 92.72±0.90 (95.10) += 94.15±1.12 (97.44) +++
RNN 85.51±8.00 (91.37) 91.30±2.74 (97.51) + 94.66±1.32 (96.92) ++ 96.43±0.68 (98.12) +++
HAN 56.11±18.78 (90.35) 86.90±7.23 (97.48) + 93.75±2.55 (96.87) ++ 96.27±0.73 (97.51) +++

methods could not predict correctly. This case happened in
the four tasks (Gout, Hypertension, Obesity and OA (os-
teoarthritis)).

The second method (SynName + SciName) presents
better performance, and is able to predict correctly in four
conditions; namely, gout, hypertension, obesity and osteoarthri-
tis which other methods are not able to predict correctly.

Two cases (a positive patient and a negative patient) from
the original training data sets and their corresponding doc-
uments from the new augmented data sets of the mentioned
diseases in this section are selected for better understand-
ing the reason for the better performance. On a clinical per-
spective, the primary reasons may be due to the following
specificity of certain terms/words to a condition. This can
be categorised into three relatively important medical con-
cepts.

1. Medications/drugs that are specifically used for the
condition.

2. Medical terms or phrases that enable to identify a di-
agnosis.

3. Medical diagnosis from the past and current situation.
Medications or drugs that are mainly used for a specific

condition warranted an increase in prediction to certain con-
dition such as gout and hypertension. For both gout positive
cases, an anti-gout treatments (e.g. allopurinol and colchicine)
are in the documents. Both anti-gout treatments are only
utilised in patients with gout. This increases the prediction
because both SynName and SciName narrows it to just the
condition gout.

Similarly, drugs commonly used for (e.g. metoprolol,
felodipine, hydralazine) treating hypertension are also evi-
dent in the documents with labeled as positive for hyperten-
sion despite no mention of the diagnosis of hypertension.

In the second concept where medical terms or phrases
enable identification of a condition, this clearly strengthens
the SciName as it is based on UMLS. However, SynName
can also point to specific conditions that it may be synony-

Table 9
Macro-averaged F1 on I2B2 2008 test set. Best scores from our study indicated in bold.

Methods
Disease Kappa [27] Solt [26] Yao [32] Ambert [4] Superlin [15] SynName SciName SynName+SciName

CNN RNN HAN CNN RNN HAN CNN RNN HAN
Asthma 76.00 97.84 97.84 97.00 97.00 71.92 91.52 91.53 87.17 90.05 90.45 89.78 90.44 90.58
CAD 81.00 61.22 62.33 63.00 61.80 93.13 96.40 96.61 92.19 96.62 96.14 93.64 96.37 96.61
CHF 74.00 62.36 62.36 61.20 61.20 92.16 92.83 93.52 92.85 94.92 93.31 93.30 93.26 93.54
Depression 86.00 93.46 96.02 93.50 97.90 58.59 73.59 68.93 74.17 79.10 76.92 72.57 82.00 90.94
Diabetes 87.00 96.82 97.31 91.50 96.00 95.04 95.35 96.07 93.83 94.76 95.31 94.54 97.00 97.26
Gallstones 90.00 97.29 96.89 96.10 95.00 83.39 87.23 87.20 85.81 87.90 86.17 87.75 88.34 88.20
GERD 59.00 57.68 57.68 57.90 57.90 72.43 83.82 83.50 70.29 82.49 82.28 82.11 83.67 83.65
Gout 92.00 97.71 97.71 98.10 98.20 82.72 91.60 91.48 89.11 93.71 89.11 91.65 95.83 95.27
Hypercholesterolemia 68.00 90.53 91.13 91.20 90.80 82.45 85.29 84.16 80.93 85.32 86.15 84.84 86.65 85.11
Hypertension 67.00 88.51 92.40 89.90 92.90 72.75 87.37 85.99 72.62 85.26 84.42 81.44 88.47 87.38
Hypertriglyceridemia 72.00 79.81 70.92 87.60 92.80 48.68 52.19 50.96 48.68 53.85 55.92 48.68 56.73 52.38
Obesity 86.00 97.24 97.47 97.30 97.20 92.56 92.32 92.59 91.84 92.39 93.27 92.08 94.47 93.51
OSA 92.00 88.05 88.05 65.30 65.60 94.54 98.70 98.68 94.89 98.20 97.83 95.32 98.27 99.14
OA 76.00 62.86 63.07 63.10 60.40 56.43 89.48 91.01 74.73 87.42 88.24 82.38 90.70 91.32
PVD 73.00 63.48 63.14 62.30 60.60 92.12 91.51 91.81 92.34 92.23 91.92 92.00 92.23 92.34
Venous Insufficiency 44.00 80.83 80.83 72.50 81.60 57.79 77.93 70.54 59.78 76.04 71.86 62.76 81.63 78.22
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mous with. Such a good example is the phrase “elevated
blood pressure”, which both SciName and SynName will
definitelymap it to hypertension. Another is the term “arthri-
tis”, which probably increased the performance in the Os-
teoarthritis cases. Even though arthritis is a collective term
for inflammation of the joints, it provides common arthritic
conditions such as Rheumatoid arthritis and Osteoarthritis.

In the obesity cases, both diagnose obesity in the past
and current situation as indicated in both documents.

In the cases analyzed, there is clear indication thatSciName
would perform better thanSynName. This is becauseUMLS
has a wide-range of concepts where it can identify and map
it to a diagnosis. Combining this with SynName enables it
to bring it a notch higher in performance.

However, what we noticed is that SynName may also
result to decreasing the prediction due to a concept which is
translated differently enabling a different wording or concept
to come about.

Whatwewould recommend is to focusmore on theSciName
rather than the SynName. A percentage of what to be used
should be higher on SciName and lesser on SynName.

Additionally, another database specifically for medica-
tions or diagnostics may also be used as it may increase the
performance as they are more specific compared to UMLS.
7.2. The value of the work

As mentioned early in this paper, in numerous practical
researches on modeling, augmenting data is very substan-
tial. We face this situation in practical settings, individual
patient’s data are often not available in real life to be used
as an input to feed data-hungry models (a scarce illness is
an example where existing cases are not many). Actually,
augmenting and synthesising synthetic data brings data sub-
stantial advantages by improving healthcare models study by
preserving patient privacy, and it is an encouraging approach
for conditions where it is not easy to collect real world data
or it is not necessary. In these situations, by considering data
augmentation we will be able to generate new synthetic data
for training cases. Furthermore, these systems can support
doctors in decision making for patients.

8. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has introduced a domain-specific method and

a combined method to augment clinical data for solving bi-
nary and multi-class medical document classification. The
methods aim to produce new documents from original docu-
ments by replacing meaningful expressions with their scien-
tific names from UMLS and synonyms from WordNet dic-
tionary to deal with the data shortage issue in medical docu-
ment classification. Medical domain knowledge is borrowed
from UMLS to find scientific names of expression based
on their concepts. The meaningful synonyms are extracted
from WordNet dictionary to construct new documents. The
introduced approaches are able to increase the accuracy of
classification in the neural network models. Experimental
results of accuracy and F1-measure show that the proposed
approach can improve the efficiency of the CNN, RNN and

HANmodels by using the suggested ontology-based method
(SciName) and combination approach of SynName and
SciName (SynName + SciName) to provide more sam-
ples in the training phase.

This work presents promise in employing an ontology-
guided data augmentation approach in clinical document clas-
sification, however, it is still necessary to do more research
to improve the classification accuracy. We will investigate
other ways for augmenting data for clinical documents. For
example, wewill explore to use existing domain-specific dic-
tionaries instead of UMLS to improve the classification pre-
cision. Furthermore, based on analyzed documents, we can
probably increase the weight of the medication/drug features
(as a medically driven - insight) and see if the model per-
forms better.
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